Trip Report Mad Libs

It was the first day of hiking season. _______ and a group of friends jumped in their _______ and headed off to _______.

After _______ hours, they arrived at the trailhead. The weather overhead was _______ and the hikers were feeling _______ as they started out on trail.

They knew it was going to be a _______ day when they stumbled upon a(n) _______ in the middle of their path. Thank goodness they came prepared with a _______ in their pack. After getting past the initial _______, the group continued onward.

Around noon, _______ pulled a _______ out of their pack and yelled, "lunchtime!" to the group. The group decided to stop by a nearby _______ and eat.

After lunch, they started back. "_______!" shouted _______ as they pointed to a _______ that had just _______ on the trail. The group _______ all the way back to the trailhead wishing they had packed along a _______.

As they piled back into the _______, the group let out a collective sigh of _______. What a great hiking trip, they thought, already looking forward to next week's hike at _______!